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We, the editors of surgery journals, believe that conducting

sex-inclusive biomedical and clinical research is impera-

tive to improving health outcomes of men and women.

Note that the word ‘‘sex’’ is being used rather than ‘‘gen-

der’’. Sex is the genotype by which one is born, and gender

is the phenotype. It is the chromosomal sex of the human,

animal, tissue, or cell to which we are referring. Recent

studies have shown that the majority of biomedical

research in the field of surgery and related topics is con-

ducted on male animals and male cells, even when study-

ing diseases prevalent in women [1]. Human clinical

research suffers from a lack of sex-based reporting and sex-

based analysis of the results [2, 3]. Given these findings,

the National Institutes of Health has now asked that sex be

considered as a biologic variable in all National Institutes

of Health-funded research [4]. As such, we support uni-

form, defined reporting of the sex used for human, animal,

tissue, and cell research in ALL manuscripts published in

our journals. If only one sex is studied, authors must

include a justification statement as to why a single-sex

study was conducted. We also will require sex-based

reporting and analysis of data for all human, animal, tissue,

and cell research. As a group, we will require this among

all our collective surgery journals.
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The Surgery Journal Editors Group is comprised of editors from 74

international, surgery-related journals who meet once a year at the

annual meeting of the American College of Surgeons and discuss

concerns common among surgery journals. The World Journal of

Surgery editorial leadership is a member of this group and subscribes

to the tenets expressed in the Joint Statement. Our instructions to

authors will reflect these requirements and our editorial decisions will

include their consideration.
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